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2 Faulty of SieneUniversity of Luxembourgpeter.ryan�uni.luAbstrat. This paper explains the syn problem and ompares solu-tions in Firefox 4 and Chrome 10. The syn problem studies how toseurely synhronize data aross di�erent omputers. Google has addeda built-in syn funtion in Chrome 10, whih uses a user-de�ned pass-word to enrypt bookmarks, history, ahed passwords et. However, dueto the low-entropy of passwords, the enryption is inherently weak � any-one with aess to the iphertext an easily unover the key (and henedislose the plaintext). Mozilla used to have a very similar syn solu-tion in Firefox 3.5, but sine Firefox 4 it has made a omplete hange ofhow syn works in the browser. The new solution is based on a seurityprotool alled J-PAKE, whih is a balaned Password AuthentiatedKey Exhange (PAKE) protool. To our best knowledge, this is the �rstlarge-sale deployment of the PAKE tehnology. Sine PAKE does notrequire a PKI, it has ompelling advantages than PKI-based shemessuh as SSL/TLS in many appliations. However, in the past deade,deploying PAKE has been greatly hampered by the patent and otherissues. With the rise of patent-free solutions suh as J-PAKE and alsothat the EKE patent will soon expire in Otober, 2011, we believe thePAKE tehnology will be more widely adopted in the near future.1 IntrodutionThe past two deades have seen the gradual evolution of a omputer. A omputerused to be a luxury, but now it is a neessity; it used to be bulky and �xed at oneloation, but with the rise of smartphones and tablets, it is beoming smallerand more mobile; it used to store data loally, but now data storage is movingto the loud (whih an be aessed anywhere from the Internet).One trend from this evolution is that an individual now tends to own severalomputing devies. At home, he may use a good-performane desktop PC forentertainment; on the road, he may use a smart phone to read news and hekemails; at meetings, he may use a laptop or a tablet to deliver a presentation.The possession of multiple omputers naturally raises a pratial problem: howto keep data in syn aross di�erent platforms?
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Dropbox o�ers a popular solution. Aording to the report, it has a popula-tion of 25 million users worldwide [3℄. To set up a syn aount, the user needs toprovide a username/password. One installed, the software will entrally storethe user's �les on the ompany's servers, automatially traks the hanges, andsynhronizes the hanges aross the user's omputers. The syn proess happensin the bakground and is transparent to users.However, there is a serious lak of privay protetion in the Dropbox solution.As Dropbox states its seurity poliy on its website [3℄, �Dropbox employees areprohibited from viewing the ontent of �les you store in your Dropbox aount,and are only permitted to view �le metadata (e.g., �le names and loations).�Meanwhile, the ompany also aknowledges: there are a small number of em-ployees who must be able to aess the �les whenever neessary. Although thisis stated by the ompany poliy as �rare exeption, not the rule�, the seurityis hardly reassuring. (If an insider attaker leaks users' personal �les to thegovernment, the users will probably never know.)Browser vendors fae exatly the same problem. Every browser keeps a userpro�le, whih inludes history, bookmarks, ahed passwords and so on. Theuser pro�le used to be stored loally, but it has beome inreasingly neessaryto store it remotely (in a �loud �), and synhronize the pro�le aross the user'somputers. This an signi�antly improve the usability and produtivity. Forexample, if a user buys a brand new laptop, after syn he will be able to instantlyre-use the same bookmarks, history et that were previously aumulated onanother laptop. This is quite onvenient.As browser vendors reognize, seurity is a key issue. The user pro�le ontainsseurity-sensitive information � for example, it may ontain passwords for on-line banking or other aounts. If the data is stored on the vendor's �loud� andthe vendor an read data, users must ompletely trust the vendor (just as inDropbox) not to misuse it. But, the problem goes deeper than the mere trust.If the vendor has ready aess to all the user's on-line aount passwords in theloud, what are the legal impliations if the user aounts are ompromised?How an the vendor establishes the publi on�dene that it did not leak anyuser's passwords nor misuse them?The right solution seems to have an end-to-end enryption between the twosyn omputers. All data between the omputers is enrypted. The user is thesole holder of his own enryption key; no one else is able to read data � not eventhe loud provider. Both Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome aim to providesuh a solution. In the following setions, we explain their solutions in detail.The same syn design in the browser is instrumental and an be generally appliedto many other appliations (e.g., to address the seurity loophole in Dropbox).2 BakgroundIn this setion, we brie�y explain the Password Authentiated Key Exhange(PAKE) tehnology in general and the J-PAKE protool in partiular. They arerelevant to solving the syn problem.



2.1 Password Authentiated Key ExhangePassword Authentiated Key Exhange (PAKE) is a foundational building blokfor a wide range of seurity appliations. This tehnique allows establishing se-ure ommuniation between two parties solely based on a shared passwordwithout requiring a Publi Key Infrastruture (PKI). A PAKE protool shallful�ll the following seurity requirements:1. O�-line ditionary attak resistane � It does not leak any informationthat allows a passive/ative attaker to perform o�-line exhaustive searh ofthe password.2. Forward serey � It produes session keys that remain seure even whenthe password is later dislosed.3. Known-session seurity � It prevents a dislosed session from a�etingthe seurity of other established session keys.4. On-line ditionary attak resistane � It limits an ative attaker totest only one password per protool exeution.A seure PAKE protool has several ompelling advantages over PKI-basedshemes suh as SSL/TLS. First, it does not require a PKI, whih is parti-ularly expensive to set up and to maintain. Seond, it allows zero-knowledgeveri�ation of a password: in other words, the user an prove to the other partythe knowledge of a shared password without revealing it. Sine the passwordis never dislosed to the other party (unlike in HTTPS), a PAKE protool isnaturally resistant to phishing attaks.The �rst PAKE protool was alled the Enrypted Key Exhange (EKE), de-signed by Bellovin and Merrit in 1992 [5℄. Subsequently in 1996, Jablon proposedanother solution alled Simple Password Exponential Key Exhange (SPEKE)[7℄. Many other PAKE protools were proposed. In 2000, IEEE P1363.2 formeda working group to study all available PAKE protools and to selet seure onesfor standardization. However, in 2008, the projet ran out of the maximum eightyears; no onrete onlusion seemed to be made.Two hurdles emerged during the standardization proess. First, patent was abig issue. Many PAKE protools were patented. In partiular, EKE was patentedby Luent Tehnologies [6℄, SPEKE by Phoenix Tehnologies [8℄, and SRP byStanford University [4℄. Seond, these protools were found vulnerable. EKEwas reported to leak partial information about the password, hene failing tosatisfy the �rst requirement [9℄. SPEKE was found to allow an ative attakerto test multiple passwords in one protool exeution, therefore it does not ful-�ll the fourth requirement [11℄. Similarly, the SRP does not satisfy the fourthrequirement, as explained in [12℄. None of these protools have seurity proofs.2.2 J-PAKEIt beame lear in 2008 that the PAKE problem was still unsolved. In the sameyear, Hao and Ryan proposed a new PAKE protool, alled Password Authen-tiated Key Exhange by Juggling (J-PAKE) [1,2℄. The protool follows a om-pletely di�erent approah from past shemes. It works as follows. Let G denote a



subgroup of Z∗

p with prime order q, and g be a generator in G. Let s be a sharedpassword between Alie and Bob, and s 6= 0 for any non-empty password. Thevalue of s is assumed to be within [1, q− 1]. Alie selets two serets at random:
x1 ∈R [0, q − 1] and x2 ∈R [1, q − 1]. Similarly, Bob selets x3 ∈R [0, q − 1] and
x4 ∈R [1, q − 1].Round 1 Alie sends out gx1 , gx2 and knowledge proofs for x1 and x2. Simi-larly, Bob sends out gx3 , gx4 and knowledge proofs for x3 and x4.The above ommuniation an be ompleted in one round as neither partydepends on the other. When this round �nishes, Alie and Bob verify the reeivedknowledge proofs, and also hek gx2 , gx4 6= 1.Round 2 Alie sends out A = g(x1+x3+x4)·x2·s and a knowledge proof for x2 · s.Similarly, Bob sends out B = g(x1+x2+x3)·x4·s and a knowledge proof for x4 · s.When this round �nishes, Alie omputesK = (B/gx2·x4·s)x2 = g(x1+x3)·x2·x4·s,and Bob omputes K = (A/gx2·x4·s)x4 = g(x1+x3)·x2·x4·s. With the same keyingmaterial K, a session key an be derived κ = H(K), where H is a hash funtion.Alie and Bob will subsequently perform expliit key on�rmation as desribedin [1℄. In the protool, the knowledge proof an be realized by using, for exam-ple, Shnorr signature. Overall, the J-PAKE protool has been proved to ful�llall the four seurity requirements. In addition, the protool is unpatented. TheJ-PAKE protool and seurity proofs have been available on the IEEE P1363.2website3 for publi review for over three years; no attaks have been found.3 Syn solutions in BrowsersIn this setion, we will explain how major browser vendors try to takle the synproblem. In partiular, Firefox 4 presents an interesting ase study as it is the�rst browser to adopt the PAKE tehnology in the syn design.3.1 OverviewSyn has beome an important feature for a modern browser. With the exeptionof IE 9, new releases of browsers generally have built-in support for syn (seeTable 1). In the following setions, we will fous on omparing syn in Firefox 4and Chrome 10, as their solutions are representative.3.2 Chrome synChrome 10 provides a straightforward syn design, based on using a password asthe enryption key. Setting up syn in Chrome 10 is almost zero e�ort � as longas you have an Gmail aount. The user an then on�gure what to syn. By3 http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/1363/Researh/ontributions/hao-ryan-2008.pdf



Browser Release date Built-in Syn-key PrieFirefox 4 Mar, 2011 Yes 128-bit FreeChrome 10 Mar, 2011 Yes Password FreeIE 9 Mar, 2011 No � �Opera 11 De, 2010 Yes None FreeSafari 5 Jun, 2010 Yes None $99 per yearTable 1. Overview of Syn solutions in browsersdefault, that is everything: apps, auto-�ll, bookmarks, extensions, preferenes,themes and passwords (Figure 1). The browser o�ers two options to enrypt thesyn data: re-using the Gmail password (default) or hoosing a new password(Figure 2).

Fig. 1. Confgure syn in Chrome 10However, Google's solution provides virtually no guarantee of privay. Inboth options, the enryption key is diretly derived from a password. Due tothe human's inability to remember ryptographially strong serets, a passwordnormally only has 20-30 bits entropy. Thus, although Google enrypts the syndata in its loud, the enryption key is inherently weak. Anyone who has aess tothe iphertext an readily break the key by exhaustive searh and fully unoverthe syn data.



Fig. 2. Enryption options in Chrome 10 syn3.3 Firefox synThe previous version of Firefox (3.5) used to have a similar syn solution. To setup syn, the user needed to remember two passwords: one for the syn aount,and the other for enrypting data. The enryption works basially the sameas in Chrome 10 � using a user-de�ned password as the enryption key. Onesubtle di�erene is that in Chrome 10, the default option is to re-use the Gmailpassword as the key, while in Firefox 3.5, the default is to let the user de�ne anew password.Beause the enryption was inherently weak, Firefox 3.5 had the same prob-lem as in Chrome 10. Similar to Google, Mozilla was at a privileged position: itwas able to read all the user's data despite that the data was enrypted (by apassword). In reognition of this problem, the ompany has been trying to �nda solution.From Firefox 4 beta 8 (released in De, 2010), Mozilla made a ompletehange in the syn mehanism. The new solution adopts the Password Authen-tiated Key Exhange tehnology � in partiular, it hose J-PAKE. Figure 3shows an overall diagram about how syn works in Firefox 4. First, the browsergenerates a random 128-bit key, alled the syn-key. This syn-key is never sentto Mozilla. It is used to enrypt the browser bookmarks, history, ahed pass-words et. Only the enrypted data is stored at the Mozilla �loud�. Alternativeservers an be used, and one an even set up his own server.To set up syn in Firefox 4 is relatively straightforward. First, one needs toon�gure what data to syn (see Figure 4). Seond, the J-PAKE algorithm is used
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Fig. 3. Syn mehanism in Firefox 4 (beta 8 and later)to seurely transfer the syn-key between di�erent Firefox lients. (Otherwise,the user will need to manually type in the syn-key, whih an prove tediousespeially on a mobile phone.) Using the J-PAKE protool, the user reads a 12-harater seret ode from the new devie (as shown in Figure 5) and enters it tothe host devie. Sine the seret ode is exlusively shared by the two devies, aseure end-to-end hannel an be reated and through this hannel, the syn-keyis transferred to the new devie.4 Disussion4.1 Comparison between Firefox and ChromeBetween the two syn mehanisms, whih is more appealing to users? Obviously,the Firefox syn is more seure than the Chrome's. On the other hand, manyaverage users �nd the Chrome syn attrative as it is so simple and easy. It is yetunlear to what extent do users are about their privay or whether they areenough to make a swith. In the Mozilla solution, users are in ontrol of theirdata. The data is enrypted by a ryptographially strong key and only the userhas aess to the key. The use of J-PAKE failitates the transfer of the syn keybetween devies without ompromising seurity. However, the rypto proess isnot easy to understand by the ommon people. To many users, the syn setupin Firefox 4 happens almost like a magi. Will the Mozilla's e�orts in honoringthe user privay pay out in the long term? Perhaps, only time an tell.



Fig. 4. Syn options in Firefox 44.2 Outlook of PAKETo our best knowledge, the use of J-PAKE in Firefox 4 is the �rst large-saledeployment of the PAKE tehnology. The adoption of PAKE had been greatlyhampered in the past due to patent and tehnial issues. The obstales aredisappearing. With the rise of J-PAKE as a patent-free solution and also thatthe EKE patent will soon expire in Otober 2011 (see [6℄), it looks likely thatthe PAKE tehnology will be more widely adopted in the future.5 ConlusionThe Password Authentiated Key Exhange (PAKE) protool is a useful ryp-tographi tehnique. In this paper, we explained how PAKE ould be applied totakle the syn problem. In partiular, we desribed how syn works in Firefox4, whih is the �rst browser to adopt the PAKE tehnology. After over twentyyears of intensive researh in PAKE, the �eld �nally starts to see its use in alarge-sale pratial deployment.Referenes1. Feng Hao, Peter Ryan, "J-PAKE: Authentiated Key Exhange Without PKI",Springer Transations on Computational Siene, Speial Issue on Seurity in Com-puting, Part II, Vol. 6480, pp. 192-206, 2010.



Fig. 5. Add a new syn devie in Firefox 42. Feng Hao, Peter Ryan, "Password Authentiated Key Exhange by Juggling",Proeedings of the 16th Workshop on Seurity Protools, Cambridge, April 2008.3. Dropbox website: http://www.dropbox.om4. O�ial SRP website: http://srp.stanford.edu/5. S. Bellovin and M. Merritt, �Enrypted Key Exhange: password-based protoolsseure against ditionary attaks,� Proeedings of the IEEE Symposium on Re-searh in Seurity and Privay, May 1992.6. S. Bellovin and M. Merritt, �Cryptographi protool for seure ommuniations,�U.S. Patent 5,241,599.7. D. Jablon, �Strong password-only authentiated key exhange,� ACM ComputerCommuniations Review, Vol. 26, No. 5, pp. 5�26, Otober 1996.8. D. Jablon, �Cryptographi methods for remote authentiation,� U.S. Patent6,226,383, Marh 1997.9. B. Jaspan, �Dual-workfator Enrypted Key Exhange: e�iently preventing pass-word haining and ditionary attaks,� Proeedings of the Sixth Annual USENIXSeurity Conferene, pp. 43-50, July 1996.10. IEEE P1363.2 Working Group, P1363.2: Standard Spei�ations for Password-Based Publi-Key Cryptographi Tehniques. Draft available at http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/1363/.11. Muxiang Zhang, �Analysis of the SPEKE password-authentiated key exhangeprotool,� IEEE Communiations Letters, Vol. 8, No. 1, pp. 63-65, January 2004.12. F. Hao, �On small subgroup non-on�nement attaks�, proeedings of the 10thIEEE International Conferene on Computer and Information Tehnology, CIT'10,pp. 1022-1025, 2010.


